Lumbar spinal muscle activation synergies predicted by multi-criteria cost function
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Abstract

The hypothesis that control of lumbar spinal muscle synergies is biomechanically optimized was studied by comparing EMG data with an analytical model with a multi-component cost function that could include (1) trunk displacements, (2) intervertebral displacements, (3) intervertebral forces, (4) sum of cubed muscle stresses, and (5) eigenvalues for the first two spinal buckling modes. The model’s independent variables were 180 muscle forces. The 36 displacements of 6 vertebrae were calculated from muscle forces and the spinal stiffness. Calculated muscle activation was compared with EMG data from 14 healthy human subjects who performed isometric voluntary ramped maximum efforts at angles of 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° and 180° to the right from the anterior direction. Muscle activation at each angle was quantified as the linear regression slope of the RMS EMG versus external force relationship, normalized by the maximum observed EMG.

There was good agreement between the analytical model and EMG data for the dorsal muscles when the model included either minimization of intervertebral displacements or minimization of intervertebral forces in its cost function, but the model did not predict a realistic level of abdominal muscles activation. Agreement with EMG data was improved with the sum of the cubed muscle stresses added to the cost function. Addition of a cost function component to maximize the trunk stability produced higher levels of antagonistic muscle activation at low efforts than at greater efforts. It was concluded that the muscle activation strategy efficiently limits intervertebral forces and displacements, and that costs of higher muscle stresses are taken into account, but stability does not appear to be maximized. Trunk muscles are apparently not controlled solely to optimize any one of the biomechanical costs considered here. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The number of muscles crossing the lumbar spine exceeds 180 (Stokes and Gardner-Morse, 1999) and this is much greater than the number of degrees of freedom (6 per vertebra) in a static analysis of the lumbar spine. This means that there is a highly redundant number of muscle activation patterns that could be used to satisfy equilibrium. In indeterminant biomechanical analyses, it is usually assumed that the CNS control of trunk muscle activation strategy is in some way optimal, compatible with equilibrium and other constraints (Dul et al., 1984). In optimization models, several different physiological cost functions have been proposed, including to minimize intervertebral forces, minimize muscle forces (Bean et al., 1988; Crowninshield and Brand, 1981; Hughes et al., 1994; Schultz, 1990), minimize the total of muscle and joint forces (Yettram and Jackman, 1982) or optimize spinal displacements (Skogland and Miller, 1980; Wynarsky and Schultz, 1991). If more than one variable is entered into the cost function, then weighting factors must be assigned to each component. Alternatively, the components of the optimization can be analyzed sequentially (Bean et al., 1988).

Although optimization models of the spine have considered the physiological costs of activating muscles and loading the skeleton, these physiological costs have generally been considered singly or as competing objectives, while in reality several costs may be taken into account in establishing an efficient muscle activation strategy. Furthermore, the stability of the spinal column has not previously been entered into optimization.
models as an objective. The spine is inherently unstable (Crisco et al., 1992), and a combination of muscle forces, muscle stiffness (Bergmark, 1989; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Crisco et al., 1992; Gardner-Morse et al., 1995), and motion segment stiffness (Panjabi, 1992) is required to prevent buckling instability. Stability analyses have predicted that antagonistic muscle coactivation would increase stability (Gardner-Morse and Stokes, 1998), and the existence of such antagonistic activity has been confirmed in electromyographical studies of muscle activation (Lavender et al., 1992; Thelen et al., 1995). The fact that most optimization models do not predict antagonistic muscle coactivation has been seen as a limitation of these models.

This paper tests the hypothesis that muscle activation around the lumbar spine is biomechanically optimized to minimize intervertebral or muscle forces, to minimize local or global spinal displacements, to maximize spinal stability, or to optimize combinations of these. This was done by comparing EMG data against predictions of muscle force distributions obtained analytically by minimizing a cost function that was the weighted sum of several biomechanical variables in an anatomically complex biomechanical model.

2. Methods

Analyses were performed with a lumbar spine model having 36 degrees of freedom (a rigid lumped thorax and 5 lumbar vertebrae each having 6 degrees of freedom relative to the fixed sacrum/pelvis). The intervertebral joints had stiffness represented by beam elements (Stokes and Gardner-Morse, 1995). There were 180 muscles whose attachment points and physiologic cross-sectional areas were taken from Stokes and Gardner-Morse (1999). The 180 muscle forces were the independent unknowns in the optimization that were calculated by minimizing the cost function. Vertebral displacements and intervertebral motions were additional dependent variables in the model that were calculated from the stiffness matrix of the model and the externally applied and muscular forces.

The cost function was formulated as the weighted sum of five components (Eq. (1)). The five components were: the sum of squared global displacements, sum of squared local intervertebral displacements, sum of squared intervertebral forces, sum of muscle stress cubed and the sum of the exponential of the negated values of the smallest two eigenvalues of buckling modes of the trunk. The smallest eigenvalue must be positive (>0) for stability (Bergmark, 1989). These five components of the objective function correspond to minimizing changes of trunk posture, minimizing relative displacements between vertebrae, minimizing intervertebral forces and moments, avoiding high muscle forces (and hence muscle fatigue) and maximizing the smallest eigenvalues (and hence spinal stability).

Thus the problem is formulated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Minimize } F &= \sum_{i=1}^{5} W_i f_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

using

\[
\begin{align*}
f_1 &= \sum_{j=1}^{36} w_1 \Delta_j^2, \\
f_2 &= \sum_{j=1}^{36} w_2 \delta_j^2, \\
f_3 &= \sum_{j=1}^{72} w_3 f_j^2, \\
f_4 &= \sum_{j=1}^{180} \sigma_m^2, \\
f_5 &= e^{-\lambda_1} + e^{-\lambda_2}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( W_i \) are the relative weights of each of the five components of the cost function, \( w_1 \) are the relative weights of the individual global displacements and rotations of the trunk and lumbar vertebrae, \( w_2 \) are the relative weights of the individual intervertebral displacements and rotations, \( w_3 \) are the relative weights of the individual intervertebral forces and moments, \( \sigma_m \) are the muscle stresses, \( \lambda_1 \) is the smallest eigenvalue and \( \lambda_2 \) is the next smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix of partial second derivatives of the trunk and lumbar spine potential energy with respect to each degree of freedom (Bergmark, 1989).

In both the global and local displacement components of the cost function, the subweights \( w_{1j} \) and \( w_{2j} \) were such that 1 mm of displacement and 1° of rotation were weighted equally. In the global displacements, only the displacements of the lumped thorax were considered. The relative subweights of the intervertebral forces and moments \( w_{3j} \) were such that 3 N of force and 1 N mm of moment were weighted equally. These values were based on the presumed safe limits of intervertebral loads being approximately 3000 N for forces and 9000 N mm for moments (ratio of 1 to 3). The displacements and intervertebral forces were squared so that positive and negative values would contribute equally in the cost function.

The trunk stability was measured by identifying eigenvalues of buckling modes of the trunk from the Hessian matrix of partial second derivatives of the trunk and spine potential energy with respect to each degree of freedom (Bergmark, 1989). The trunk potential energy is stored in the elastic intervertebral joints of the spine and in displacements of the activated muscles. For these analyses, the muscle stiffness \( k \) was considered to increase with muscle force \( F \) using the relationship \( k = qF/l \) (Bergmark, 1989) where \( l \) is the resting length of the muscle and \( q \) is a dimensionless constant. Here \( q \) was assigned a value of 5.0 based on the range of experimentally determined values reported by Crisco and Panjabi (1991). To improve the numerical stability and convergence of the models that included stability in the cost function, the two smallest eigenvalues \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) were used in calculating \( f_5 \). The exponential function of the negated smallest eigenvalues penalizes negative
values, and favours a large positive value of the smallest eigenvalue (i.e. a stable model).

The bounds for permissible muscle forces were greater than or equal to zero and less than a maximum that was equal to the muscle physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) multiplied by the assumed maximum muscle stress (460 kPa (Gardner-Morse et al., 1995)).

To simulate the experiments with human subjects (see below), solutions were calculated for external loading at T12 by a horizontal force of 0 to 300 N in steps of 50 N acting at angles of 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° or 180° degrees to the anterior direction, on the right side. Initial loading (the weight of the trunk and any preactivation of the muscles) was omitted from the analyses.

To investigate the contribution of each component of the cost function, runs were made with the weights \( W_i \) in Eq. (1) set sequentially for each component to 1, with the other four weights set to zero. The solutions for these single component cost functions were examined for agreement with the experimental findings (see below). Then combinations of two or three cost function components were investigated, using the same criteria to evaluate the realism of the predicted muscle forces and spinal displacements. The relative weights of the two cost function subcomponents were set so that each contributed approximately equally to the total cost over the series of simulations at different angles and effort magnitudes.

The simulations were performed using the MINOS optimization program (Operation Research Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA). This solution method used the sensitivity of the cost function to the muscle forces variables. These gradients with respect to each muscle force were calculated analytically, except for the stability objective where an approximate gradient was calculated based on perturbation methods (Inman, 1989).

For the experimental determination of comparable muscle activation patterns, 14 subjects (8 male, 6 female; ages 20–26 years; bodymass 75 ± 14 kg) were studied with IRB approval and informed consent. Each stood in an apparatus that had pads pressing on the ASIS and sacrum to minimize motion of the pelvis. They performed ramped isometric efforts up to a voluntary maximum. The resistance was provided by a harness attached to each of a series of five anchor points on the wall, to vary the angle of pull in 45° increments from 0° to 180° to the anterior direction. A load cell in the cable recorded the force generated. EMG electrodes recorded signals from six right and left pairs of muscles (rectus abdominis, internal and external obliques, longissimus, iliocostalis and multifidus at the level of L4). Electrode types and positioning were as reported in Stokes et al. (2000). Surface electrodes were used, except for multifidus, where fine wire electrodes were employed.

EMG and load cell signals were recorded digitally at 1024 Hz (first 7 subjects) or 2048 Hz (subsequent subjects). The EMG signals were then converted to RMS signals with a 293 ms moving average boxcar filter.

The activation of each muscle at each angle was expressed as the slope of the RMS EMG-force linear regression relationship. These muscle activation slopes were normalized by dividing by the maximum recorded EMG value for that muscle in all the experiments. For comparison, the muscle activations from the model were measured by the linear regression slopes of activation versus force generated, and normalized by the muscle’s maximum force. Since the model included 180 muscles and only 12 muscles were recorded via EMG, the model-predicted activity levels were averaged within each anatomical group, after weighting the activity of each muscle component by its PCSA for comparisons with experimental data.

Each analytical solution was compared with experimental findings, using the following criteria for agreement:

1. The muscle forces increased monotonically with effort in each loading direction.
2. The model was structurally stable (eigenvalues > 0).
3. Spinal displacements were in a plausible range. Intervertebral rotations greater than 5 degrees and shear displacements greater than 4 mm were considered implausible, because they are likely to cause soft tissue injury.
4. Numbers of active muscles.
5. Good quantitative fit between muscle activation in the model and that found experimentally. For this comparison the sum of squared weighted activation-force slope differences (SSSD) was used in the following measure of fit:

\[
\text{SSSD} = \sum_{i=1}^{60} (s_{ae} - s_{ia})^2 * s_{ea}
\]

where for each muscle, \( s_{ae} \) = analytical activation-force slope; \( s_{ia} \) = experimental activation-force slope.

The summation was over 12 muscles at each of 5 angles (60 values). Each squared slope difference was weighted by the magnitude of the experimental activation-force slope \( s_{ea} \). The units were \( \text{kN}^{-3} \).

The set of component cost functions that most likely are used in the hypothesized optimization strategy were identified by first finding the single components of the cost function that gave reasonable solutions for the muscle forces and displacements. Then additional components were added to identify the combinations of two cost function components that improved model agreement with experimental muscle activation data.
3. Results

The experimental muscle activation slopes for all the muscles (except multifidus at 180°) had positive activation slopes (Fig. 1). This indicates that those muscles, even at angles where they are antagonistic, increased their level of activation with increasing effort. The activation for the internal and external oblique muscles was least variable with the angle, indicating that these muscles were coactivated almost independent of the direction of the generated force.

1. Minimize global displacement: Including only the global displacements of the thorax in the cost function did not produce good agreement with experimental data. It produced generally non-linear increases in muscle activation with external efforts, and several negative slopes in these relationships. The SSSD was 16.5 (Table 1), indicating a relatively close agreement
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**Fig. 1.** Experimentally measured muscle activation expressed as the slope of the RMS EMG versus force relationships as a function of the angle of the cable. Each slope was derived from the regression relationship found between RMS EMG and force generated by the subject. The values plotted are averaged from values for 14 subjects and 3 trials at each angle. The units are proportion of maximum EMG/kN. (Left) extensor muscles and (right) abdominal muscles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost function includes global displacements ($f_1$)</th>
<th>Cost function includes intervertebral displacements ($f_2$)</th>
<th>Cost function includes intervertebral forces ($f_3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alone</td>
<td>With muscle stress ($f_4$)</td>
<td>With stability ($f_5$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSSD value</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear relationship of muscle activation to effort?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal muscles active?</td>
<td>Only external obliques</td>
<td>Similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative rate of muscle activation with effort?</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacements plausible?</td>
<td>Yes, except 5.4° flexion at L2-3; 4.6 mm shear at L3-4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aCompared with results from the corresponding single cost function model.
between predicted and experimental muscle activation. However, some intervertebral displacements were greater than the physiological range. There was 5.4° of flexion rotation at L2-3 (for an external force of 200 N at 0°) and 4.6 mm of anterior shear displacement at L3-4 (for a force of 300 N at 0°). Therefore this solution was considered to be a poor match with experimental observations and we rejected the hypothesis that global displacements alone are minimized in the lumbar spinal muscular activation strategy.

2. Minimize local (intervertebral) displacements: Including only the local (intervertebral) displacements in the cost function produced solutions with near-linear relationships between muscle activation and effort and no negative activation-force slope values. However, this cost function never predicted activation of rectus abdominis, right psoas or right quadratus lumborum. There were no excessive trunk or intervertebral displacements. However, the SSSD was 18.0 (Table 1), indicating a relatively poor agreement between predicted and experimental muscle activation. Therefore we also rejected the hypothesis that the muscle activation strategy is based only on minimizing intervertebral displacements.

3. Minimize local (intervertebral) forces: Including only the local (intervertebral) forces in the cost function produced solutions that were similar to those with local displacements in the cost function; this was expected since these variables were related to each other by the spinal stiffness matrix. Again, there were no excessive trunk or intervertebral displacements. The SSSD was 16.4 (Table 1). Therefore, these simulations were considered plausible, and with reasonable agreement with experimental data, so it is possible that the muscle activation strategy includes minimization of intervertebral forces.

4. Minimize muscle stresses cubed: Including only muscle stresses in the cost function resulted in large unrealistic joint displacements (and hence large intervertebral elastic forces). We therefore reject the hypothesis that muscle stresses alone are minimized in the muscle activation strategy.

5. Maximize stability: Weighting only stability generated implausibly large intervertebral displacements especially at low efforts, and there was an unrealistically large amount of muscle coactivation with up to 20% activation of the oblique muscles. Maximization of trunk stability alone as a muscle activation strategy is also rejected.

Because the three subobjectives \( f_1, f_2, \) and \( f_3 \), gave the most realistic solutions when included alone in the cost function, these cost function components were then used in conjunction with each of the other two, to identify pairs that gave better agreement than single cost function components alone. When the muscle stress subcomponent \( f_4 \) was added to the global displacement (\( f_1 \)), the local displacement subcomponent (\( f_2 \)) or the local forces (\( f_3 \)) subcomponents, the combinations gave improved agreement with experimental results. The opposite trend was observed for the stability subcomponent (\( f_5 \)). Overall, the best agreement with the experimental data was obtained with the muscle stress cubed subobjective (\( f_4 \)) combined with the intervertebral displacement subobjective (\( f_5 \)) (Figs. 2 and 3).

Adding the stability subobjective (\( f_5 \)) to any of the first 3 subobjectives \( f_1, f_2, \) or \( f_3 \) predicted greater muscle activation, including antagonism, but this occurred preferentially at low efforts. This predicted pattern of muscle activations was unrealistic because many muscles were observed in the model to have decreased activation with increasing effort, i.e. the number of negative slopes increased. The results of these simulations with pairs of subcomponents entered into the cost function are summarized in Table 1.

In all of the simulations with different cost-function formulations there was consistently no activity in rectus abdominis, although this muscle was forced to be active in an exploratory simulation with the area of the obliques artificially reduced by a factor of 10. In all simulations the trunk was stable (i.e. eigenvalues > 0). For the two plausible single cost function component simulations in Table 1 there were between 32 and 64 active muscles for a 300 N horizontal force external loading. The greatest number of activated muscles was observed at 0° external force direction, with fewer numbers at other angles. Most of the muscles that were activated in these simulations were also maximally active (between 27 and 54 maximally active muscles for 300 N force). The inclusion of muscle stresses in the cost function increased the number of active muscles to the range between 35 and 90 at 300 N but the number of maximally active muscles reduced to the range between 7 and 20. The inclusion of stability in the cost function only slightly increased the number of active muscles. Thus only between 1/3 and 1/2 of the 180 muscles were activated at any given angle in these simulations.

4. Discussion

The simulations with single component cost functions did not agree with experimental data as well as the simulations made with a combination of the muscle stresses and either intervertebral forces or intervertebral displacements minimized. The multi-component cost function analyses simulated a muscle activation strategy in which several conditions must be respected, notably that the spine must be in equilibrium, must be stable, that muscle stresses must be between zero and an upper physiological limit, and that joint forces and displacements must be limited. Plausible model predictions were only obtained from the models having a single cost...
function component when that component was the intervertebral displacements or the intervertebral forces. Because the intervertebral forces and displacements were related to each other by the spinal stiffness matrix that includes ‘off-diagonal’ coupled terms, these two strategies gave similar though not identical results.

In disagreement with previous reports (Crowninshield and Brand, 1981; Hughes et al., 1994; van Dieën, 1997), realistic predictions of muscle forces were not obtained by minimizing muscle stresses alone. Our simulations with only muscle stress cubed in the cost function predicted very large intervertebral rotations and consequently large intervertebral torques, instead of torques generated by muscular forces. This muscle stress cost function has been reported previously (Hughes et al., 1994; van Dieën, 1997) as giving realistic muscle force predictions in the spine, but in models that do not consider intervertebral flexibility and the associated forces and displacements generated by elastic deformation of the spinal column, and with only three degrees of freedom (rotations of a single joint) that were assumed to be of zero magnitude. Therefore the present model is considered to be more realistic, and requires intervertebral displacements or forces in its cost function, along with the muscle stresses.

It was expected that introducing the trunk stability into the cost function would improve the model by forcing antagonistic muscle activation. For example, antagonistic activation of abdominal muscles is thought to increase trunk stability. Stability has not been investigated previously as a variable to optimize trunk muscle function. However, including stability with other cost function components decreased the realism of the models, with abdominal muscle co-activation occurring preferentially when the external effort was small (negative activation slopes). It may be that in reality stability is not maximized, but rather is set to a target or minimum level. The absence of rectus abdominis activation in the model may be a result of model anatomical simplifications (absence of abdominal muscle curvature, and simplifications of the anterior attachments of the oblique abdominal muscles).

Fig. 2. Muscle activation (proportion of maximum-vertical axes) as a function of force magnitude in Newtons (horizontal axes) predicted by the model with the intervertebral displacements and muscle stress cubed subobjectives included in the cost function. (□ = 0° (extension); △ = 45°; ○ = 90° (lateral); ▽ = 135°; × = 180° (flexion)).
Although this study aimed to find biomechanical parameters that are optimized in the trunk, the analyses were limited to the hypothetical functions of a limited number of biomechanical variables identified in Eq. (1). This kind of study (comparison of experimental data with a predictive model) can generate evidence to refute a hypothesis. Although a fit between a model strategy and experiments does not necessarily imply that the modelled strategy is correct, the hypothetical strategies that predict implausible results in a model do serve to disprove those hypotheses subject to the simplifications of the model.

Only quasi-static isometric conditions were studied here in which muscles were at their resting lengths. The experimental studies similarly were isometric; it may be that muscle redundancy is exploited differently in other circumstances that we did not investigate. Also, it was difficult to evaluate the models with the practical limitation of 12 channels of EMG. The criteria for evaluating good agreement between models and experimental data required that we averaged the activation within groups of muscles and also that we summarized model performance over a broad range of external force magnitudes and directions to obtain a scalar measure of agreement. Because the relationships between RMS EMG and the external force were observed to be nearly linear during the ramped voluntary increase of force, a linear, monotonic increase of muscle activation with effort was considered to indicate a realistic performance of the model. The linear gradients of the muscle activation versus generated effort relationships were used to summarize the muscle’s activation.

If the CNS were continuously evaluating cost functions to control muscles optimally, then a more complex nonlinear activation-external force relationship might be generated, but this seems unlikely because of the computational effort required. For example, models based on minimizing spinal compression force predict that as the amount of effort increases in any particular task or loading direction, advantageously placed muscles are activated first, and are augmented by other muscles for larger efforts, thus muscle activation increases discontinuously with effort. This is contradicted by the experimental recordings of EMG versus effort, and those of comparable studies (Lavender et al., 1992; Thelen et al., 1995) that report small changes in

---

Fig. 3. Muscle activations expressed as the slopes of activation-force regression relations. Each point corresponds to a single direction (angle) of the external force. Horizontal axis: experimental slopes; vertical axis: slopes predicted analytically. The broken line indicates the line of perfect agreement. The error bars are the 95% confidence interval for the mean experimental values. The analytical results are those predicted by the model with the intervertebral displacements and muscle stress cubed subobjectives included in the cost function. (○ = right muscles; ■ = left muscles).
the relative activations of trunk muscles with increasing effort. Instead, the idea of a preset pattern of synergies that remains constant with changing effort is attractive, but this would not always produce biomechanically optimal strategies.

The analyses reported here give insights into the way in which the redundant number of muscles of the trunk is controlled in quasi-static situations. Here the experimentally observed muscle activation patterns are close to those predicted analytically by minimizing intervertebral forces or displacements, together with minimized muscle stresses. Therefore these biomechanical parameters are probably close to optimal values in isometric efforts. We cannot be certain whether the CNS set these parameters as goals to be optimized, or arrived at them fortuitously.
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